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In the current practice of medicine, histopathological exami-
nation is the gold standard for routine clinical diagnosis and
grading of cancer. However, as this examination involves
the visual analysis of biopsies, it is subject to a consider-
able amount of observer variability. In order to decrease
the variability, it has been proposed to develop systems that
mathematically model the histopathological tissue images
and automate the analysis. Segmentation constitutes the
first step for most of these automated systems. Neverthe-
less, the segmentation in histopathological images remains
a challenging task since these images typically show vari-
ances due to their complex nature and may include a large
amount of noise and artifacts due to the tissue preparation
procedures. In our research group, we recently developed
different segmentation algorithms that rely on representing
a tissue image with a set of tissue objects and using the
structural pattern of these objects in segmentation. In this
paper, we review these segmentation algorithms, discussing
their clinical demonstrations on colon tissues.
Categories and Subject Descriptors




Histopathological image analysis, tissue image segmenta-
tion, gland segmentation, texture
1. INTRODUCTION
Today, cancer is one of the most important health prob-
lems especially in developed and developing countries. The
likelihood of curing cancer increases with early diagnosis
and selection of correct treatment plan, for which the cancer
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grade is one of the most important factors. Currently, his-
topathological examination is the routinely used technique
for cancer diagnosis and grading. However, this technique
may lead to subjectivity as it relies on the visual analysis of
biopsies under a microscope. In the literature, there exist
numerous computational studies that provide objective mea-
sures for automated cancer diagnosis and grading [1, 2, 3].
These studies represent a tissue image extracting its quanti-
tative features and use these features to classify the image.
In image representation, most of these studies extract their
features assuming that the image is homogeneous. However,
this is not always the case, and segmentation should be car-
ried out before using these representations.
The segmentation in histopathological images can be con-
sidered in two different contexts. The first one is tissue
image segmentation, in which a heterogeneous tissue image
is segmented into its homogeneous regions. To this end,
most of the studies conduct grid analysis that divides the
image into equal sized grids, characterizes the grids extract-
ing their features at the pixel level, and classifies them using
these features [4, 5, 6]. The second group is cell/gland seg-
mentation, in which cells or glands are located on a given
tissue image. For gland segmentation, it has been proposed
to classify the image pixels using their intensity and/or tex-
tural features and apply simple techniques such as thresh-
olding and morphological operators to these classified pixels
for constructing glandular regions [7, 8, 9]. All these studies
use features extracted at the pixel level and do not incorpo-
rate medical background knowledge into their segmentation.
Nevertheless, image segmentation is closely related with hu-
man perception and the background knowledge is generally
necessary to achieve successful segmentations.
In our recent studies, we proposed to incorporate the back-
ground knowledge into tissue image segmentation [10, 11]
and gland segmentation [12] algorithms. To this end, we
represent a tissue image with a set of tissue objects and
use the structural pattern of these objects in segmentation.
As these patterns are defined on the tissue objects but not
directly on the pixel values, they are more successful to ex-
press the background knowledge and become less vulnerable
to image variations and noise that are generally observed at
the pixel level. In this paper, we review our recent segmen-
tation algorithms, discussing their clinical demonstrations
on colon tissues.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We
first give the details of tissue representation in Section 2.
Then, we review our recent algorithms that we developed
for tissue image segmentation [10, 11] and gland segmen-
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Figure 1: (a) An example of a tissue image and (b)
its circular objects.
tation [12] in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. We present
the experimental results obtained on colon tissue images in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. TISSUE REPRESENTATION
The cytological components are found in a tissue in a par-
ticular organization. This organization defines the normal-
ity and abnormality as well as the hierarchical structures in
a tissue. Our segmentation algorithms rely on identifying
these tissue components and modeling their structural or-
ganization. In our modeling, we approximately locate these
components since the identification of their exact locations
emerges a more difficult segmentation problem. To this end,
we first cluster the tissue image pixels into three based on
their color values using the k-means algorithm. Here we
select the cluster number as three since hematoxylin-and-
eosin, which is the routinely used staining technique, gives
three main colors: white corresponding to luminal regions
and epithelial cell cytoplasms, pink corresponding to stromal
regions and cell cytoplasms, and purple corresponding to cell
nuclei. Then, for each cluster, we apply the morphological
operators to its pixels to eliminate noise and locate a set of
circular objects on its pixels using a heuristic algorithm that
we proposed in [11]. These objects are herein referred to as
lumen, stroma, and nucleus objects, respectively.
After this transformation, an image is represented with
a set of objects instead of its pixels. Each object is char-
acterized by its centroid, cluster type, and area. In our
segmentation algorithms, we make use of these characteris-
tics to quantify the structural organization of the tissue. An
example image and its object set are shown in Figure 1; in
this figure, lumen, stroma, and nucleus objects are shown
with cyan, pink, and black, respectively.
3. TISSUE IMAGE SEGMENTATION
In this section, we review the two recent algorithms that
we designed for tissue image segmentation. Both of these
algorithms define their texture descriptors on the tissue ob-
jects instead of pixel values. The main difference between
these algorithms is the way that they define their texture
descriptors. The first algorithm [10] quantifies the object
distribution using color graphs whereas the second one [11]
quantifies how uniform the objects are distributed in size
and space. We herein refer them to as the graphRLM and
objectSEG algorithms, respectively. We provide their details
in the following subsections.
3.1 GraphRLM Algorithm
After transforming a tissue image into the object domain,
we construct a Delaunay triangulation on the objects and
color the triangle edges depending on the type of their end
nodes. We then define a run length matrix over the con-
structed graph where a run is defined as a path on which
every edge has the same color. This definition is adapted
from that of a gray-level run-length matrix [13] such that
an edge color in our definition corresponds to a gray level
in the original definition. In our algorithm, we construct
the graph run-length matrix of each particular object con-
sidering the paths originated from that object. We gener-
ate the paths by running a breadth first search algorithm
that starts from this particular object and visits every ob-
ject in a given window. Subsequent to matrix construction,
we characterize an object by accumulating the graph run-
length matrices of the others that fall into a window located
at the center of the object and extracting texture descrip-
tors from the accumulated matrix. These descriptors are the
short path emphasis, long path emphasis, edge type nonuni-
formity, and path length nonuniformity. They correspond
to the gray-level run-length matrix features [13]; the feature
definitions modified for the graph run-length matrices can
be found in [10].
For segmentation, we employ a region growing algorithm
on the constructed graph. In this algorithm, we first re-
move graph edges if the distance between their end objects
is greater than a given distance threshold. Then, we elimi-
nate smaller connected components and take the remaining
ones as the initial seeds. We iteratively grow these initial
seeds attaching the remaining objects to one of the seeds.
For that, we consider all objects adjacent to at least one
initial seed and attach an object to its closest seed if the
distance between the object and the seed is smaller than
the threshold, which is increased by its 10 percent at every
iteration. After region growing, we merge the grown seeds
(connected components) if their distance is smaller than a
merge threshold.
3.2 ObjectSEG algorithm
In the objectSEG algorithm, we group the lumen, stroma,
and nucleus objects into two according to their sizes so that
there are a total of six different object types. To character-
ize a pixel, we locate a window at the center of the pixel
and extract texture descriptors considering the objects that
fall into that window. For each particular object type, two
descriptors are defined to quantify how uniform the objects
of that type are distributed in size and space; smaller values
indicate more uniform regions. To measure the object size
uniformity, we calculate the standard deviation of the areas
of objects belonging to that particular type. To measure
the object spatial distribution uniformity, we define a vec-
tor from the center point to every object of that type and
compute the magnitude of the sum of these vectors.
After defining 12 descriptors for every pixel, we achieve
segmentation using a region growing algorithm on them. In
the first step, we select the pixels for which all descriptors
are smaller than the thresholds computed on all image pix-
els. We consider the large connected components of these
pixels as initial seeds. We then compute the descriptors for
a smaller window and identify additional initial seeds us-
ing its outputs. In the second step, we iteratively grow the
seeds until all pixels are assigned to a seed. For that, we
Table 1: The quantitative results for tissue image segmentation. These results are obtained when the param-
eter set is selected among the ones that give the maximum of 10 regions.
Training set Test set
Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Region no Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Region no
GraphRLM [10] 92.8 ± 12.4 91.5 ± 17.9 93.3 ± 7.3 6.1 ± 1.8 95.6 ± 6.5 92.6 ± 13.1 94.8 ± 4.9 5.9 ± 1.4
ObjectSEG [11] 89.0 ± 19.9 83.8 ± 25.1 87.6 ± 11.8 5.3 ± 1.6 93.1 ± 17.4 89.3 ± 17.3 92.6 ± 9.1 6.0 ± 1.9
JSEG [14] 82.4 ± 22.9 89.7 ± 14.3 87.9 ± 7.9 6.5 ± 2.1 89.3 ± 17.8 88.6 ± 14.9 90.4 ± 6.7 7.8 ± 2.7
GBS [15] 65.0 ± 26.2 81.5 ± 18.7 77.0 ± 8.4 6.8 ± 1.7 62.3 ± 32.2 76.3 ± 27.5 73.7 ± 9.7 4.9 ± 1.6
Figure 2: The visual results obtained by our tissue segmentation algorithms. These results are obtained by
the graphRLM algorithm [10] (the first row), and the objectSEG algorithm [11] (the second row).
recompute the thresholds on the non-seed pixels and select
those whose descriptors are all smaller than the correspond-
ing thresholds. Likewise, we take the large connected com-
ponents of the selected pixels. If a component is adjacent
to a seed, we combine them. Otherwise, we consider it as a
new seed. This step often gives oversegmented results, and
thus, a merge step is usually necessary. In the merge step,
we first merge small sized regions to their closest neighbors.
We then merge two large sized regions if their distance is
smaller than a merge threshold. Here we characterize each
region extracting two features based on its object distribu-
tion.
4. GLAND SEGMENTATION
Our gland segmentation algorithm [12] relies on differen-
tiating lumen objects into gland and non-gland objects and
using the gland objects together with nucleus objects to lo-
cate the glandular structures. For this purpose, we construct
an object graph around each lumen and use its local fea-
tures in characterization. For a lumen object L, this graph
includes the object itself, its N -closest lumen and N -closest
nucleus objects, and the edges defined between L and its
closest neighbors. On this constructed graph, we define the
following local features: the area of the objects, the length
of the graph edges, the angles between the lumen-lumen
edges, and the angles between the lumen-nucleus edges. Us-
ing these features, we cluster the lumen objects into two
with the k-means algorithm. We select the cluster whose
objects have a larger size on the average and consider those
that belong to this cluster as the gland objects.
In order to find the inner regions of glands, we use the
gland objects and another graph constructed on the nu-
cleus objects. We construct this graph assigning an edge
between each nucleus object and its M -closest nucleus neigh-
bors. Then, we run a region growing algorithm on the gland
objects where the pixels of the nucleus graph edges form bar-
riers to stop the region growing. At the end of this step, we
obtain candidate inner regions. Before finding their bound-
aries, we eliminate relatively smaller inner regions, which
are typically grown from small isolated gland objects. To
obtain the boundaries of each inner region, we select the
nucleus objects that are closer to the inner region, form a
simplified polygon on the selected objects, and dilate the
polygon.
In the last step of our algorithm, we eliminate the false
gland regions. To this end, we extract features from each
gland candidate and learn elimination rules on these fea-
tures with a decision tree classifier. The features include the
area and the percentage of the pixels that were previously
quantized as white, pink, and purple using the k-means al-
Table 2: The quantitative results for gland segmentation.
Training set Test set
Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
Object-graphs [12] 83.4 ± 7.7 92.3 ± 5.8 88.0 ± 4.2 85.8 ± 6.7 89.1 ± 10.4 87.6 ± 5.0
Nuclei-identification [7] 55.9 ± 28.5 55.2 ± 32.5 56.3 ± 18.3 53.8 ± 25.7 51.7 ± 33.6 53.2 ± 13.6
Lumina-identification [8] 47.2 ± 29.8 92.7 ± 8.4 68.6 ± 12.7 52.6 ± 32.9 87.5 ± 15.1 67.6 ± 17.2
Figure 3: The visual results obtained by our gland segmentation algorithm [12].
gorithm. Here we extract these features both for the outer
and inner regions of a gland candidate and use all of them
in the decision tree classifier.
5. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct our experiments on the images of colon tissue
samples. These samples are stained with the routinely used
hematoxylin-and-eosin technique. Their images are taken
with a Nikon Coolscope Digital Microscope. We use two
different sets of images in our experiments. The first one
is for tissue image segmentation experiments. This set con-
tains 150 images that are taken using 5× microscope objec-
tive lens and 1920 × 2560 pixel resolution. The second set
is for gland segmentation experiments. This set contains 72
images that are taken using 20× microscope objective lens
and 480 × 640 pixel resolution.
Both of these sets are divided into training and test sets.
For gland segmentation, the training set is used to learn the
decision tree classifier and estimate the parameters of the al-
gorithms that we use in our comparisons. For tissue image
segmentation, the training set is used to estimate the model
parameters. In estimation, we select the parameter set that
gives the highest segmentation accuracy on the training sam-
ples. In tissue image segmentation experiments, we consider
only the parameter sets that yield at most 10 segmented re-
gions in order to avoid oversegmentations. The details of the
parameter selection together with the candidate parameter
values can be found in our previous studies [10, 12].
In tissue image segmentation experiments, the aim is to
obtain homogeneous regions that include either normal or
cancerous cells. In Figure 2, we provide the visual results
of example images obtained by the graphRLM (the first
row) and objectSEG (the second row) algorithms. As seen
in these examples, normal and cancerous regions are suc-
cessfully separated from each other, especially when the
graphRLM algorithm is used. In order to obtain quanti-
tative results, we calculate the accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity percentages, comparing the images with their gold
standards. The average of these percentages and their stan-
dard deviation are given in Table 1. In this table, we also
provide the quantitative results obtained by two other al-
gorithms. These are the JSEG [14] and graph-based seg-
mentation (GBS) [15] algorithms, which are implemented
for generic images but not specifically designed for histopa-
thological images. The quantitative results show that es-
pecially the graphRLM algorithm improves the results of
these generic image segmentation algorithms, indicating the
importance of designing segmentation algorithms for specific
applications.
In gland segmentation experiments, the aim is to locate
glandular structures in a given image. In our experiments,
we focus on locating the glands in normal tissues. In Fig-
ure 3, we provide the visual results obtained for example
images. The visual results show that the proposed algo-
rithm gives successful results for finding the gland locations.
In Table 2, we report the accuracy, sensitivity, and speci-
ficity percentages obtained on the training and test sets. In
this table, we also provide the results obtained by two other
algorithms. The first algorithm (nuclei-identification) finds
epithelial cell nucleus pixels by thresholding, dilates these
pixels, and fills the holes in between these dilated pixels. It
then identifies the large enough components as glands [7].
The second algorithm (lumina-identification) identifies nu-
cleus and lumen pixels by thresholding and applies the it-
erative region growing algorithm to obtain glands [8]. The
quantitative results show that our object-graph approach
improves the results, indicating the usefulness of employ-
ing object-level information in segmentation. Please note
that the other algorithms can obtain relatively better re-
sults when their parameters are fine-tuned image by image.
However, one parameter set that yields good results for an
image usually gives worse results for the others.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we review the segmentation algorithms that
we recently developed in our research group [10, 11, 12].
These algorithms represent a tissue image with a group of
objects, which approximately correspond to tissue compo-
nents, and make use of the structural organization of these
objects in segmentation. The experiments on colon tissue
images show that these algorithms yield better results for
tissue image segmentation and gland segmentation.
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